
You can save money and reduce 
your household’s impact on the 
environment by installing an ultra 
efficient, solar hot water system 
from Apricus.

Apricus is Latin for ‘delighting in sunlight’  
and our evacuated tube collectors, designed 
for even the toughest Australian conditions, 
do exactly that. They passively track the sun 
for more hours of the day to provide greater 
solar collection. The evacuated tube collectors  
are highly efficient lightweight and low 
maintenance. They can withstand hail and  
frost and the mounting frames are rated  
to withstand cyclonic winds.

Apricus residential systems are available  
in a wide range of sizes and boosting options  
to suit any household, in any climate. 

Hot water systems are the single most energy 
intensive home appliance. 

SUPERIOR COLD WEATHER PERFORMANCE

BUILT-IN FROST PROTECTION

REBATES AVAILABLE

DESIGNED FOR AUSTRALIAN CLIMATE

WARRANTIES UP TO 15 YEARS*

Enjoy sustainable savings 
with solar hot water



HOW IT WORKS
1.  Evacuated tube absorber layer  receives 

incoming solar radiation. 
2.  The absorber moves energy to the  copper 

heat pipe where energy is  stored by the 
working fluid.

3.  The working fluid boils at approx  30°C, 
turns to vapour and rises to the heat bulb 
at the top.

4.  The heat bulb transfers energy into  the 
water as it passes by through  the manifold.

5.  The vapour cools, condenses and  returns 
to the base of the heat pipe  where the 
process is then repeated.

Apricus evacuated tube collectors are high performing in all seasons as they can be positioned 
more favourably towards the sun. The passively track the sun to reach its peak output earlier in 
the morning and stay at peak until later in the afternoon. When high performance is needed in 
cooler weather, evacuated tubes have a significant advantage over flat plate collectors. The image 
below shows how the collectors work.

More solar energy 
for more hours of the day
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Passive Sun Tracking
The round tube design of the Apricus collectors passively tracks the sun to provide more solar collection, 
for more hours of the day.

Cyclone Rated
Our mounting frames are designed in Australia, and are rated to withstand cyclonic winds.

Cold Weather High Performance
The Apricus evacuated tubes have superior performance in cold climates and during  
the cold months of the year.

Frost Protected
All Apricus solar hot water systems have built-in frost protection (-15°C) without glycol,  
there is less maintenance.

Light-weight, Durable Design
A 30 tube collector weighs approximately 110kg spread over a 2.2m x 2.0m roof space so there  
is no inconvenience using cranes to install. Reinforcing the roof structure is not necessary compared  
to other solar hot water systems that can weigh up to 500kg on a roof.

 
Designed in Australia to meet Australian conditions
Apricus is an Australian owned and operated company. All systems are designed to meet even  
the toughest Australian conditions.

 
Up to 15 years Warranty
We provide a 15 year collector warranty and 10-15 year warranty on solar hot water tanks.

 
We are Solar Hot Water Specialists
Apricus is a market leader in the development and distribution of innovative, efficient, flexible solar hot 
water systems to suit Australia’s climate.

 
Plumber Preferred
Plumbers that install solar hot water systems trust and prefer Apricus. Our systems are easy to install  
and the known superior performance means their customers are happy too.

 
National Support Network
Our products are available through 1200 resellers across Australia so you’re guaranteed to have local, 
dedicated support.

Solar hot water systems 
will save you money

10 reasons to choose an Apricus solar hot water system

There’s no better time to seek out the most innovative and efficient ways to heat water in your 
home. With energy prices always rising, Australians are switching to solar hot water to manage 
the cost of their energy bills. If you have a conventional hot water system that needs replacing 
consider a solar hot water system. As the table below shows, an Apricus Solar Hot Water system 
can make a sustainable difference to your budget.

Average Annual Hot Water Running Costs*

APRICUS
$200

ELECTRIC BOOSTED 
SOLAR HOT WATER

$410

NATURAL GAS
$510

HEAT PUMP PEAK
$650

LPG GAS
$1110

ELECTRIC OFF PEAK
$1010

ELECTRIC PEAK
$1800

*Hot water running costs based on publicly available data from Sustainability Victoria - http://goo.gl/9BNOzG
Apricus running costs based on AE-315-GL-MID-30 on STC Modelling criteria.



SIZING GUIDE
Apricus solar hot water residential systems are available in a range of sizes and gas, LPG natural gas or electric solutions.

SMALL
22 TUBE 250L TANK

1-3 Bedroom Homes

MEDIUM
30 TUBE 315L TANK

3-4 Bedroom Homes

LARGE
44 TUBE 400L TANK

4+ Bedroom Homes

CONTACT US TODAY
For more details or to check your potential government rebates (STCs)  
call Apricus today on 1300 277 428 or go to apricus.com.au 

SPECIFICATIONS
Full specifications for glass lined electric mid element, bottom element and gas tanks can be found at apricus.com.au.

Roof Collector – ETC Series

COLLECTORS 22T 30T 44T

Total width (mm) 1636 2196 3272+

Total length (mm) 2005 2005 2005

Total height (mm) 136 136 136

Dry Weight (kg) 71.3 95 142.6

Dimensions – Glassline Electric Bottom Element Tank

MEASUREMENTS (mm) 250L 315L 400L

Diameter (A) 617 617 705

Height (B) 1445 1765 1704

HW Outlet (C) 1211 1531 1445

PTRV Port (D) 1211 1531 1445

Top Sensor (E) 786 872 809

Solar Return (F) 567 566 536

Bottom Sensor (G) 347 355 340

Solar Flow (H) 197 197 219

Cold Water Inlet (I) 197 197 219

Element Height (J) 167 167 167

*Read the Apricus Warranty Policy located  
at apricus.com.au for full terms and conditions.

CONTACT US TODAY
For more details or to check your potential government rebates (STCs)  
call Apricus today on 1300 277 428 or go to apricus.com.au 

Note: this diagram is not to scale  
and is for indication purposes only.
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